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Abstract—In this paper, we describe two new methods of mining corpora. The first one is based on association rules inspired from
classical algorithms of datamining and the second one motivated by the results of triggers on statistical language modeling. Association
rules are tested on French newspaper and on a set of scientific documents to expand query. The proposed method outperforms the
baseline model. The association rules and triggers are then generalized to mine bilingual corpora. We tested before classical mining
algorithms which fail in this task due to the complexity of machine translation corpora which are too huge in comparison to those used
classically on textmining.
Association rules have been extended to retrieve inter-lingual association from a bilingual corpus. The triggers are generalized also in
order to build a translation table. Both methods have been integrated in a real statistical machine translation. We show the feasibility of
two approaches in the context of machine translation mining. By several experiments, we show that inter-lingual triggers achieve better
results than the third IBM model.
Index Terms—Formal Concept Analysis, Galois closure operator, Association rule, Generic basis, Triggers, Inter-triggers, Statistical
machine translation, BLEU score.
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I NTRODUCTION

Text corpora became since few decades a material raw
for several applications such as textmining, speech
recognition, machine translation, information retrieval,
ontology design, etc. Several techniques have been
proposed by different research communities in order
to deal with these purposes. Some of them are based
on external knowledge provided by an expert while
others are based on formal natural language processing.
Another way consists in the use of statistical methods
and more especially Hidden Markov Models as in
speech recognition. In this paper, we are interested in
two applications, namely: information retrieval and
machine translation.
For information retrieval (IR), the track followed here
is based on association rules founded on Galois closure
operator [1]. After a remind of the basic concepts necessary to obtain association rules, we will address the issue
of expansion query by using the IR system S MART (System for the Mechanical Analysis and Retrieval of Text)
[2]. Tests will be conducted on two corpora, namely O FIL
and I NIST [3]. The second application concerns statistical
machine translation. Because the corpus dedicated to
translation contains more than 0.5 million words, none
Manuscript submitted June 1, 2009

of the classical algorithms [4], [5], [6], [7] and [8] succeed
to produce closed frequent termsets and their minimal
generators. That is why we propose an original way
to use association rules in machine translation. Inspired
from the work of [9], we adapt the association rules to
make them working on parallel corpus, we then propose
a new concept called inter-lingual association rule which
will be used to produce a translation table. This one
is integrated on an operational machine translation. To
the best of our knowledge, the association rules have
never been used in the context of statistical machine
translation.
The second method presented in this paper concerns
also an original way to produce a translation table. This
method does not need any alignement. It is based on
the concept of trigger [10] which we extend it to take
into account inter-lingual triggers. Several experiments
are conducted in order to find out the best translation
table, the one which yields the best result in terms of the
BLEU score [11]. We then compare this approach to the
third model of IBM [12]. Let us indicate that nowadays
machine translation are based on phrases. In this paper
we only focus on word-based machine translation. Work
on phrase-based machine translation is under progress
[13].
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I NFORMATION R ETRIEVAL BASED ON ASSO -

CIATION RULES

Information retrieval (IR) studies the process of determining the adequacy between a user-defined query
and a collection of documents, usually resulting in a
subset of relevant documents [2]. With the explosion of
the available on line information, IR techniques have
to be more precise and more efficient. In this respect,
query expansion is a technique that aims at reducing
the usual query/document mismatch by expanding the
query with terms that are highly correlated to those used
in the original one [14].
To achieve that, a promising track consists in the
application of data mining methods to extract hidden
and valuable dependencies between terms. Among
these techniques, association rule mining targets to
retrieving correlated patterns [15]. A pattern could be
any set of terms. An association rule binds two sets of
terms: a premise and a conclusion. This means that the
conclusion occurs whenever the premise is observed
in the set of documents. To each association rule, a
confidence value is assigned to measure the likelihood of
the association. The use of such dependencies in a query
expansion could increase the retrieval effectiveness.
In the sequel, we present association rule mining
method based on Galois closure operator [1]. This
method has the advantage to reduce redundancy within
rules. In other words, it yields a compact representation
of rules called generic bases [16], [17], [7], [18], [19].
2.1

Association rules and closed termsets mining

In text mining field, an extraction context is a triplet K =
(D, T , R) where D represents a finite set of documents,
T is a finite set of terms and R a binary relation (i.e., R ⊆
D × T ). Each couple (d, t) ∈ R means that the document
d ∈ D contains the term t ∈ T .
According to a specific application, the set D can be
considered as a set of paragraphs or a set of sentences.
Techniques of association rules start with finding out
the frequent sets of terms called termsets 1 from the
textual context. These termsets must occur more than
a fixed user-defined threshold, denoted minsupp.
Many representations of frequent termsets were proposed in the literature [15] where terms are characterized
by the frequency of their co-occurrence. The ones based
on closed termsets and minimal generators [16], [17] result
from the mathematical bases of the Formal Concepts
Analysis (FCA) [1]. Indeed, the mining process heavily
relies on the Galois closure operator [1].
The Galois closure operator splits the set of frequent termsets into equivalence classes. Each class contains
termsets characterizing the same set of documents. These
termsets share the same closure which is obtained by
intersecting the associated documents. A closed termset
1. By analogy to the itemset terminology used in data mining.
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represents a maximal group of terms sharing the same
documents. While, often several minimal generators constitute the minimal incomparable elements within each
equivalence class. Intuitively, we can say that a closed
termset includes the most general terms, while a minimal generator includes one of the most specific terms
describing the set of documents.
In the following, we introduce some key results from
the Galois lattice-based paradigm in FCA [1] and its
applications to association rules mining.
2.1.1

Some reminders: Key FCA Settings

In the remainder, we recall some basic concepts of the
theoretical framework presented in [1].
Galois closure operator
Two functions are defined in order to map sets of
documents to sets of terms and vice versa. Thus, for a
set D ⊆ D, we define:
Φ(D) = {t | ∀d, d ∈ D ⇒ (d, t) ∈ R}

(1)

and for T ⊆ T ,
Ψ(T ) = {d | ∀t, t ∈ T ⇒ (d, t) ∈ R}

(2)

Both functions Φ and Ψ form a Galois closure operator
between the sets P(T ) and P(D) [1]. Consequently, the
compound operator Ω = Φ ◦ Ψ is a closure operator.
Formal Concept
A formal concept is a pair c = (D, T ), where D is
a set of documents, further called extent, and T is a
termset, further called intent. Thus, both D and T are
related through the Galois operators, i.e., Φ(D) = T and
Ψ(T ) = D.
Minimal generator
A termset g ⊆ T is a minimal generator of a closed
termset T , if and only if Ω(g) = T and ∄ g ′ ⊂ g such
that Ω(g ′ ) = T [16].
Galois lattice
When the inclusion operator is performed on the set of
formal concepts CK , this former constitutes a complete
lattice Lc = (CK , ≤), called Galois (concept) lattice [1].
A partial order can be defined on the set of formal
concepts as follows:
∀ c1 , c2 ∈ CK , c1 ≤ c2 if and only if intent(c2 ) ⊆
intent(c1 ), or in an equivalent way extent(c1 ) ⊆
extent(c2 ).
Given a concept c, we define the set of its immediate
successors in the lattice, further called upper covers as
follows: Cov u (c) = {ci ∈ CK |c  ci }, where  is the
transitive reduction of ≤, i.e., ∀c3 ∈ CK , c1 ≤ c2 ≤ c3
implies either c1 = c3 or c2 = c3 .
Lattice operators join and meet provide respectively
the least upper bound (LUB) and the greatest lower
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bound (GLB) in the concept lattice.
Frequent reduced concept (FRC)
A closed termset T ⊆ T , i.e., T = Ω(T ), is frequent
)|
if its support verifies: Supp(T ) = |Ψ(T
≥ minsupp.
|D|
Henceforth, at each FRC a support is associated [6].
Iceberg Galois lattice
When the inclusion operator is performed on the set
FRC of frequent reduced concepts , the resulting structure only preserving the LUBs, is an upper semi-lattice
called Iceberg Galois lattice [16].
We will call augmented Iceberg Galois lattice, the
standard Iceberg Galois where each FRC is associated
to its minimal generators.
The approach presented in this paper describes only
the principle of association rule discovery from the
Iceberg Galois lattice [7].
2.1.2 Association rules
The association rule extraction problem has been introduced by Agrawal et al. [15]. The derivation of association rules is achieved starting from the set of frequent termsets extracted from the textual context K =
(D, T , R).
Let T = {t1 , t2 , · · · , tm } be a set of m distinct terms
and D a document containing a set of terms of T . Given
a subset X of T such that k = |X|, then X is referred to
as a k−termset, and k is its length.
An association rule R is an implication of the form R :
X ⇒ Y , where X and Y are subsets of T , and X ∩Y = ∅.
The termsets X and Y are, respectively, called the premise
and the conclusion of R.
The support of a rule R : X ⇒ Y is defined as:
Supp(R) = Supp(X ∪ Y ) = |Φ(X ∪ Y )|

(3)

2) Generate valid association rules between terms
from frequent termsets, i.e., rules whose confidence
≥ minconf.
These steps are performed by a pioneer algorithm in
data mining, namely A PRIORI [15]. This problem deals
with an exciting challenge: how to retrieve only the
most pertinent associations from the huge number of
possibilities (2|T | − 2 for a frequent termset T )?
In fact, during the first step, the set of frequent termsets
may grow exponentially with respect to T . Whereas, the
second step is an exponential issue depending on the
length of the longest frequent termset. These rules can be
generated in a straightforward manner, i.e., without any
further access to context [15]. Nevertheless, the number
of discovered association rules may grow up to several
millions [20] while a large number of them could be
redundant [7], [18], [19].
Several approaches deal with the redundancy problem. For instance some works relied on the use of other
quality measures in addition to the support and confidence, as lift, conviction, dependency, etc. [21], while
others introduced user-defined constraints during the
mining process or on a post-processing step [22].
More advanced techniques that produce only limited
number of rules rely on Galois closure [1]. These techniques focus on extracting irreducible nuclei of all association rules, called generic basis, from which the remaining
association rules can be derived without information loss
[16], [20], [7], [18], [19].
The majority of generic bases convies association rules
presenting implications between minimal generators and
closed termsets [16], [17], [7], [19]. This ensures obtaining
association rules with minimal premise and maximal
conclusion part. Such rules convey the maximum of
information, and are hence qualified as the most informative ones [16]. An interesting discussion about the
main generic bases of association rules proposed in the
literature is given in [19].

while its confidence is computed as :
Conf (R) =

Supp(X ∪ Y )
|Φ(X ∪ Y )|
=
Supp(X)
|Φ(X)|

(4)

An association rule R is valid if its confidence value
Conf(R) is greater than or equal than a fixed threshold
denoted minconf. If Conf(R)=1 then R is called an exact
association rule (ER), otherwise it is called an approximate
association rule (AR) [20].
2.2 FCA based algorithms for generating association rules
Given a corpus, the problem of mining association rules
between terms consists in generating all association rules
associated to a user-defined minsupp and a minconf. This
problem can be split in two steps as follows [15]:
1) Extract all frequent termsets that occur in the corpus with a support value ≥ minsupp.

2.3 Extracting the minimal generic basis of association rules
We propose to adapt the Minimal Generic Basis MGB
of association rules presented in a previous work [7] to
the text mining context.
When considering a context K = (D, T , R), the
minimal generic basis MGB is defined as follows [7]:
Given :
•
•
•
•

Lc : Iceberg Galois lattice augmented by minimal
generators and their supports.
ci : frequent reduced concept.
Cov u (ci ): upper cover of the frequent reduced concept ci .
Gci : list of minimal generators of the frequent reduced concept ci .
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 R : g → (ci − g) | g ∈ Gci ∧ ci ∈ Lc ∧
Conf (R) ≥ minconf ∧ ∄ s ∈ Cov u (ci ) |
MGB =
 support(s)
support(g) ≥ minconf

(5)
According to equation 5, non redundant association rules
are directly derived, without additional calculations of
confidence measure. Approximate rules of the form,
g1 ⇒ (c2 − g1 ) are generated where c1  c2 and g1 ∈ Gc1 .
However, the derived exact rules have the following
form: gi ⇒ (Ω(gi ) − gi ), given that gi does not appear
as premise of any another valid approximate rule.
In this respect, the problem of mining non redundant
association rules is reformulated as follows:
1) Discover frequent reduced concepts (G EN -F RC):
The CARD algorithm detailed in [6] operates in
a level-wise manner to retrieve all frequent closed
termsets and their minimal generators.
2) Discover the upper cover (G EN -L ATTICE): To derive the generic basis MGB, the set of immediate
successors of each frequent reduced concept in the
Iceberg Galois lattice is needed.
3) Extract non redundant association rules between
terms (G EN -R ULE): Our algorithm G EN -M GB takes
the Galois Iceberg lattice as input and returns the
approximate and exact association rules.
The set of approximate rules represents implications from a sub-concept to a super-concept (internode implications), assorted with the confidence
[23], [24]. These rules are derived while starting
from a given node in the augmented Iceberg lattice. On the other hand, exact rules are intra-node
implications.
The pseudo-code of G EN -M GB algorithm is given by
Algorithm 1. It iterates on all frequent reduced concepts
of the augmented iceberg lattice Lc , starting from the
border and sweeping downwardly (with respect to ⊆).
Algorithme 1 G EN -M GB algorithm to derive the minimal
generic basis MGB of association rules from a textual
context.
Algorithm G EN -M GB
Require: K : the textual context, the minsupp threshold and the
minconf threshold.
Ensure: The Minimal Generic Basis MGB through the following steps
1) FRC= G EN -F RC(K = (D, T , R),minsupp)
2) Lc =G EN -L ATTICE(FRC)
3) MGB=G EN - RULE(Lc ,minconf)
Return MGB

3

A PPLICATION 1: Q UERY

EXPANSION IN IN FORMATION RETRIEVAL USING ASSOCIATION
RULES

The aim of the retrieval activity is to maximize the
usefulness of the retrieved documents and to privilege
precision over recall. Hence, the idea of query expansion
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with association rules between terms is to found additional relevant documents and improve their ranking
in the list of retrieved ones. Thus, our objective is to
enhance precision at low level of recall. We introduce
some results of experiments carried out with the two test
collections O FIL and I NIST of the A MARYLLIS project2 [3].
We will compare the efficiency of the expanded queries
with that of original ones.
3.1

Evaluation

In our experiments, we used the information retrieval
system S MART3 [2]. The process of automatic query
expansion is the following:
1) Standard run: finding the best results of S MART
system. These results were evaluated by applying
the average precision of the original query (OQ) set
at eleven representative recall points.
2) Expanding each query of the collection by all terms
that appear in the conclusions of the association
rules related to the terms of the original query.
3) Second run: A second run is launched with the
expanded queries (AREQ) and an evaluation is
performed under the same conditions.
For example, in O FIL corpus, the term conflict occurs in
the premise of 260 valid association rules. Consequently,
the query is expanded by all terms that are in the conclusions of these associations rules. For instance, conflict has
been associated to the following corresponding French
words such as: difficulty, solution, Bosnia, security, Serbia, etc.
3.2

Training corpus

We used two different collection :
• Three months of articles from the daily French
newspaper Le Monde extracted from the O FIL collection [3] which has 11016 heterogeneous articles
and 119434 different terms.
• Titles and abstracts of scientific papers catched from
the PASCAL (four years) and FRANCIS (one year)
databases extracted from the I NIST [3] collection
which contains 165431 scientific articles and 174659
different terms.
For a set of queries is associated to each collection and
for each query, a set of relevant documents is assigned.
We distinguish 26 and 30 queries, respectively, O FIL and
I NIST collections. In order to extract the most representative terms, a linguistic preprocessing is performed
on both corpora. In this application, we focus only on
terms related to two grammatical categories: the common
substantives (SUBC) and the own substantives (SUBP). One
empty word list is used to discard terms that are very
common, e.g. today, yesterday, etc.
2. A MARYLLIS project is initiated by INIST-CNRS and co-funded by
AUPELF-UREF. Its goal is to evaluate French Text retrieval systems.
3. System for the Mechanical Analysis and Retrieval of Text is an IR
system
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The context document-term K is built by selecting
only terms corresponding to the selected grammatical
categories. The association rules are then generated from
the Iceberg Galois lattice using the GEN - MGB algorithm
[7]. The minimal threshold of confidence is set to 0% and
we varied the minimal and maximal threshold of the
support, i.e., minsupp and maxsupp4 , with respect to the
corpus size and to term distributions. While considering
the zipf distribution of every corpus, minimal and maximal thresholds of support values are set experimentally
in order to spread trivial terms as well as marginal ones.
3.3

Results

Table 1 shows the retrieval quality difference between
the original queries (OQ) and the expanded ones using
association rules (AREQ) derived while considering minsupp=5 documents and maxsupp=50 documents. These
results are expressed in terms of the average precision
at the 11 recall points for both corpora O FIL and I NIST.
Corpus
O FIL
I NIST

OQ
39.93%
22.10%

AREQ
42.51%
22.41%

TABLE 1
Expansion query results by using association rules in
term of average precision

Figure 1 shows that for the O FIL corpus, our method
yields an improvement of the average precision at 11
recall points of +6.5%. As illustrated in Table 2, we notice
that the exact precision at low recall clearly increases at
5, 10, 15 and 30 documents. This means an increase in the
number of founded relevant documents by putting them
in the head of the list of retrieved documents. Hence,
our query expansion approach based on association
rules produces a statistically significant increase in
performance in mean of average precision over the
baseline system.
Exact Precision (in %)
Recall
OG
AREQ
At 5 documents
42.31
46.92
At 10 documents
43.08
45.77
At 15 documents
38.46
43.59
At 30 documents
32.18
34.87

∆
4.61
2.69
5.13
2.69

TABLE 2
Exact precision at 5, 10, 15 and 30 documents on O FIL
corpus

Moreover, we notice that the improvement of the
average precision is less significant for higher support
values. Extracting association rules, when considering a
high support values, leads to some trivial associations
4. maxsupp means that the termset must occur less than this userdefined threshold.

Fig. 1. Recall/precision diagram of O FIL corpus for a
minsupp=5 and a maxsupp=50 (Improvement +6, 50%)

between terms that are very frequent in corpora. Therefore, if we expand queries using these terms, we will not
improve neither the recall nor the precision.
According to Table 1, we notice that the improvement
of the average precision is smaller for I NIST than for O FIL
corpus. It can be justified by:
•
•

4

I NIST is a scientific collection where terms have a
very weak distributions and marginally co-occurs .
An important part of the vocabulary is not used,
since is not correctly analyzed, due to the tagger
which does not identify specific and scientific terms
of I NIST.

A PPLICATION 2: M ACHINE

TRANSLATION

The second application of association rules is to use them
in the context of machine translation. In the following
we will explain how to achieve a translation table from
association rules and to compare them to an original
method in machine translation proposed in [9].
In order to understand how to use them in this area,
we propose to give an overview about machine translation. In the following, we will focus only on Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT).
Indeed, statistical techniques have been widely used
and have been really successful in automatic speech
recognition, machine translation and in natural language
processing over the last two decades. This success is
due to the fact that this approach is language independent and requires no prior knowledge. This technique
requires a large amount of suitable data to carry out the
estimation of significant parameters. In SMT, one needs
bilingual aligned corpora to estimate all the necessary
models. It is then very exciting to investigate text mining
techniques and especially those used in this paper to
retrieve from parallel corpora inter-lingual associations
required for translation.
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Principle of Statistical Machine Translation

Train

In this framework, the translation process is essentially
the search for the most probable sentence in the target
language e given a sentence in the source language f . Let
f = f1 , .., fi be the source sentence (i.e., to be translated)
and e = e1 , .., ej be the sentence generated by the system:
ê = arg max P (e|f )

(6)

e

By using Bayes rule and by omitting the denominator
(which does not depend on e), we obtain:
ê = arg max P (e)P (f |e)

In Equation 7, P (e) is estimated by a language model.
Its role is to propose a sentence supposed to be correct
in the target language. Notice that P (f |e) is computed
from a translation model and is supposed to reflect
the truthfulness of the translation. The decoder then
generates the best hypothesis by making a compromise
between, at least, these probability distributions.
4.1.1 Evaluation of Translation
The best way to evaluate a translation system is to ask a
human to score each output of the system. Unfortunately,
a machine translation system is developed over several
incremental optimization steps. Therefore, it is time consuming and expensive to ask a human to evaluate at each
step. That is why several measures have been proposed
to automatically evaluate such systems. Among these
measures, we can cite: WER, NIST, BLEU, etc. BLEU
(BiLingual Evaluation Understudy) is one of the most
used measure, it has been proposed by [11]. The way
that BLEU and other automatic evaluation metrics work
is to compare the output of a machine translation system to reference human translations. BLEU is a n-gram
precision based over several references. Its objective is to
increase score of the solutions which looks like, in terms
of n-grams, the references.
PN

n=1

α log Pn

Test

French
English
596K
17.3M
15.8M
26.6K
22.2K
77.5K
60.3K
1444
15.0K
14.0K
500
5.2K
4.9K

TABLE 3
Quantitative description of the E UROPARL corpus

(7)

e

BLEU = BP × exp

Development

Sentences
Words
Singletons
Vocabulary
Sentences
Words
Sentences
Words

4.2 Another way to achieve translation: Inter-lingual
triggers
IBM proposed in [12] five models allowing to compute
the translation probabilities. These methods become unavoidable and are used by so many people in machine
translation community. In the sequel, we will introduce
a new idea to achieve a translation table which has been
proposed in an earlier work [9]. It is based on mining a
parallel corpus in order to find out the couple of words
or phrases which are translation one of others.
4.2.1 A brief remind of Triggers
The concept of triggers has been largely used in statistical language modeling. Roughly, a statistical language
model yields a probability to each potential sequence
of words belonging to a vocabulary. Triggers are a
special kind of language model which is inspired from
the Cache model [26]. The Cache model enhances the
probability of a word wi when it occurs in its left context
which makes the sequence to which it belongs more
likely. A trigger model goes further and enhances the
probability of a list of words which are correlated to
wi [27]. To achieve that, all the correlated words are
retrieved as illustrated in the example of Figure 2.

(8)

with Pn is the probability of a sequence of n words,
α gives a weight to the translated n-gram and BP is a
brevity penalty which decreases the score of the translations which are shorter than the reference [11].
4.1.2 Bilingual corpus
Statistical machine translation needs a material raw in
order to estimate different parameters. In the following
experiments are carried out on the proceedings of the
European Parliament [25]. We used a French-English
parallel corpus of 596831 sentence pairs. The French side
has a total of 17 million words (77567 unique tokens).
The English side has a total of 16 millions words (60331
unique tokens).
Table 3 gives details about the used parallel corpus
E UROPARL.

Fig. 2. Example of correlated words
Triggers are determined by computing mutual information between two random variables X, Y , each of
them takes its values on the list of words belonging to
the vocabulary V of the language model. Then for two
words x,y, the correlation is given by:
I(x, y) = P (x, y)log2

P (x, y)
P (x)P (y)

(9)

For each vocabulary entry the n best correlated words in
terms of mutual information are kept. We call a trigger
a set made up of a trigger and its triggered words.
In language modeling triggers are used as a new language model which is interpolated with a classical ngram [28].
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4.2.2 Inter-lingual triggers
Inter-lingual triggers have been also used in [29] to
enrich resource deficient languages from those which are
considered as potentially important.
An inter-lingual trigger is henceforth a set made up
of a word (or a sequence of words) f in a source
language, and its best correlated words in a target language e1 , e2 , . . . , en . This will be written as:
T rig(f ) −→ e1 , e2 , . . . , en . The method we propose,
could produce intra-language triggers (classical one)
and inter-language triggers. That means Source-Source,
Target-Target, Source-Target and Target-Source triggers
are calculated. In order to find out these triggers, all the
pairs of parallel sentences have been concatenated inside
the same corpus as shown in Figure 3. The triggers in
which we are interested are depicted.

where f (respectively e) is a French (respectively English)
word. M I(f, e) denotes the mutual information assigned
to e and f and P (e), P (f ) and P (f, e) are defined as
follows:
P (X) =

N (X)
N

P (f, e) =

N (f, e)
N

(11)

where N (X) is the number of sentences where X occurs,
N (e, f ) is the number of sentence pairs where e and f
co-occur and N is the number of sentence pairs in the
training corpus.
For each French word f , we keep as inter-lingual triggers, the k best English words e1 . . . ek in terms of MI.
The above formula looks like the one used in the
literature but is not exactly the same. In fact, our objective is to lead to machine translation dictionary without
using any external knowledge. That is why the mutual
information is calculated inside a window which has the
length of a concatenated pair of sentences (for which one
is the translation of the other). Clearly, we would like to
retrieve the words in a target language E = e1 , e2 , . . . , en
which are correlated to a word f in a source language.
Among the set E, we hope to find a subset T which is
made up only by the translations of f . The translation
table will be composed of a set of French trigger fi , the
associated English triggered words Ei = ei1 , ei2 , . . . , ein
and for each eij is assigned a probability which is induced
from the inter-lingual mutual information such as:
|Ei |
X

P (eij |fi ) = 1

(12)

j=1

4.3

Fig. 3. Inter-Lingual Triggers
In this work, we will only focus on pairs of triggers
such that the trigger word is in a source language and the
triggered one is in a target language as in the exemple
depicted in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Example of inter-lingual triggers

Inter-lingual triggers are determined on a parallel
corpus according to the following formula:
M I(f, e) = P (f, e)log

P (f, e)
P (f )P (e)

(10)

Inter-lingual association rules

The idea to use associations between terms in machine
translation is owe to the work presented above [9]. This
approach is based on inter-lingual triggers to provide automatically a bilingual dictionary in multiple languages.
This method drive us to adapt the association rules
to make them working on parallel corpus. For that,
we introduce the concept of inter-lingual association rule
(ILAR). Let R be an implication of the form X ⇒ Y where
X and Y are two termsets and X ∩ Y = ∅ and Language(X)
6= Language(Y). Because we consider a parallel corpus as
a single document in which a sentence and its translation
are gathered in the same one, we keep the definition of
support and confidence given respectively in equations
3 and 4.
We extracted closed frequent termsets and their minimal generators. We tried a battery of algorithms dedicated to this task such as PRINCE [8], CLOSE, A - CLOSE
[30], CHARM [4], TITANIC [5] and CARD [7]. We noticed
that none of these algorithms succeeds while considering a so highly sized textual context which contains
596381 sentences and 137898 different terms. This kind
of corpus is not considered as huge in applications as
speech recognition or machine translation, whereas in
textmining it is not often to use a such highly sized
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corpus. Our experiments showed the limits of algorithms
based on FCA to extract formal reduced concepts and
generic bases of association rules since we consider raw
textual corpora having huge sizes. However, these algorithms are considerably more successful if we consider
structured data such as synthetic datasets.
To overcome this limit, we adapted the GC - GROWTH
algorithm [31] for the extraction of the frequent closed
termsets, i.e. frequent reduced concepts set FRC, and
their generators by varying the minimal support as
depicted in Table 4. We obtain a very important number
of frequent reduced concepts and the corresponding
generators.
In order to generate associations between terms from
reduced frequent concepts set FRC, we adapt our algorithm G EN -M GB to get out only associations having a
single term in the premise and a single term in the conclusion, applying the decomposition axiom [7]. The idea
of the conditional decomposition is that from each rule
r : f =⇒ e1 e2 . . . en ∈ MGB, the different association
rules r : f =⇒ ei are derived as valid rules. When the
frequent termset (f ei ) is not in the FRC then ∀ i ∈ [1..n]
we assign to it as support value the one corresponding
to the smallest concept in FRC including (f ei ).
Nevertheless, for low support values and even with
the use of optimizations brought by the G EN -MGB
algorithm, the huge number of closed termsets as well as
that of minimal generators, constitute an actual hamper
towards an efficient extraction of inter-lingual association rules, based on Iceberg Galois lattice sweeping. In
fact, the lower the support value is, the higher density
of the extraction context is. For that reason, we are not
able to lower the minsupp threshold beyond 20 sentences.
This threshold is considered as very weak with respect
to what is usually used by the data mining community.
Some runs are summarized in Table 4, where MinThresh
is the minsupp threshold, N(FRC) the number of FRC and
N(Gen) the number of generators. The number of FRC
and generators are expressed in millions.
MinThresh
30 sentences (25 × 10−4 %)
25 sentences (16 × 10−4 %)
20 sentences (11 × 10−4 %)

N(FRC)
3.50
4.70
5.20

N(Gen)
2.70
3.64
6.70

TABLE 4
Size of frequent reduced concepts and their generators
for three fixed minsupp values

4.4 How to obtain a translation table from interlingual association rules?
We constructed a unique dictionary including English
and French words. The vocabulary is built up from the
union of the most frequent French words and English
ones according to the fixed minsupp threshold. For all the
“tool” words (small words in English and French as: or,
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it, in, thus,..., de, la, le, donc, etc), we generate in a first
time a parallel corpus containing only these words. Interlingual associations rules between them are then derived
using G EN -M GB algorithm. Their translations are then
added into the final dictionary.
The basic idea is to automatically provide a bilingual
dictionary from the discovered inter-lingual associations.
The potential translations of a French term f which
appears in a premise of an association rule are obtained
by selecting all the English terms e1 , e2 , ..., en which are
present in conclusions of the same inter-lingual association.
Namely, an entry in a French-English dictionary D is
defined as:
f =⇒ e1 , e2 , . . . , en ∈ D ⇔ ∀ j ∈ [1..n],
r : (f =⇒ ej , Confj ) ∈ MGB ∧ Confj ≥ minconf
(13)
To achieve a translation table using inter-lingual association rules, we assign to each potential term translation
which occurs in the conclusion part a probability computed from the confidence value such as:
Conf (f =⇒ ei )
e∈P T (f ) Conf (f =⇒ e)
(14)
where P T (f ) stands for the potential translations of
the French term f .
In most cases, experiments showed that the exact
rules, i.e., with full confidence equal to 1, achieve
correct translations of French entries. We observe that,
our algorithm G EN -M GB generates also approximate
associations with a strong confidence. Their conclusions
represent potential translations of the terms within
their premises. However, we notice that inter-lingual
association rules explore non significant translation
which introduce noise in the bilingual dictionary. These
associations can appear with high or low confidences
since the filtering is based only on statistical metrics,
namely minsupp and minconf.
∀ f, ei ∈ P T (f ), P (ei |f ) = P

Examples produced by inter-lingual association rules
(ILAR) and inter-lingual triggers (ILT) translations are
illustrated in Table 5.

5

R ESULTS OF INTER - LINGUAL ASSOCIATION
RULES AND INTER - LINGUAL TRIGGERS ON MA CHINE TRANSLATION
To deeply evaluate inter-lingual associations and interlingual triggers, we will integrate them in machine translation system. They will be used to build a translation
table instead of those usually used by the community
(IBM models). For the language model, all the experiments below are conducted by using a 3-gram model.
Decoding is achieved by P HARAOH [32] and the models
are evaluated by using the BLEU score. As mentioned in
the beginning of this paper, the tests below do not use
a phrase-based machine translation.
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French

ILT
cooperation
Coopération development
countries
fisheries
Pêche
fishing
fish
difficulty
Difficulté
difficulties
difficult
powers
Compétences competences
competence
food
Alimentaire
safety
chain
storms
Tempêtes
floods
storm

PILT (ei |fi )
0.52
0.06
0.04
0.34
0.26
0.06
0.43
0.12
0.09
0.31
0.13
0.10
0.50
0.16
0.07
0.50
0.07
0.06

PILAR (ei |fi )
Minsupp
Minconf
Size of ILAR-Dic
BLEU
0.76
0.05
65520
20.26
20
0.12
0.01
355181
22.07
0.11
0.05
49581
20.06
0.45
30
0.01
243932
21.86
0.12
0.35
TABLE 7
0.17
Decoding
test
results
with Inter-Lingual Association
0.22
0.60
Rules
0.55
0.16
0.09
0.28
following, we present few experiments in order to find
0.02
0.68
out the best one. In order to achieve that, we compare
1.0
inter-lingual triggers to the third model of IBM [12].
-

ILAR
cooperation
development
countries
fisheries
policy
fishing
problem
difficulties
difficulty
powers
competences
skills
safety
industry
food
storms
-

TABLE 5
Examples of English units translated by respectively
inter-lingual triggers (ILT) and inter-lingual association
rules (ILAR)

5.1

Experiments on inter-lingual associations

While using inter-lingual association rules on machine
translation, we considered some settings bounded to the
size and to the nature of parallel corpora, namely:
• To keep the maximum of the vocabulary words in
our mining process, we set the minsupp threshold to
20 sentences. For such a threshold, an overwhelming
number of associations are generated.
• To maximize the number of entries in the bilingual
dictionary, we consider very weak values of the
minconf threshold. This is a major hamper because
we accept pairs of terms which are not strongly
correlated and do not necessarily express correct
translations.
Table 6 gives the best values of the parameters necessary to run P HARAOH. They have been optimized
on the development corpus described in Table 3. These
parameters will be explained in subsection 5.2.4.
ttable-limit
30

ttable-threshold
0.1

wd
0.2

wl
0.8

wl
1

10

w
-1

TABLE 6
Optimization of P HARAOH parameters on the
development corpus for ILAR
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first
where association rules have been adapted and generalized in order to retrieve inter-lingual associations. In
addition, we show the feasibility of this approach. A
BLEU score of 22.07 has been achieved.
5.2 Experiments on inter-lingual triggers
One of the most crucial component of machine
translation is its translation table. That is why in the

5.2.1 Baseline Triggers: Trig-n
In this case, we consider all the triggered words of an
entry as potential translations. We call these triggers Trign with n the number of potential translations accepted
for each entry. The evolution of the BLEU score is given
by the chart of Trig-n of Figure 5. We notice that by
varying n from 0 to 200, the BLEU score increases by
2 points between trigg-10 and Trigg-20. This shows that
basically, the best translations are in the first twenty
triggered words. Beyond 20 potential translations the
contribution is not significant.

Fig. 5. Several inter-lingual trigger experiments based on
different translation tables
5.2.2 Symmetric translation table: Sym-n
The second way to build a dictionary consists in considering as possible translations the couples (fj , ei ) which
respect the following constraint:
ei ∈ T rig-n(fj ) and fj ∈ T rig-n(ei )

(15)

This means that translations of a word e are obtained
by selecting all the target triggered words f1 , f2 , . . . , fn
which trigger the source word e as illustrated in Figure
6. This allows us to refine the triggers of fj by taking into
account only those which are relevant. In other words,
if ei is correlated to fj and fj is triggered by ei , then it
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Model
Trig-100
M3

ttable-limit
22
53

ttable-threshold
0.04
0.00

BLEU
28.95
28.27

TABLE 8
Optimization of parameters ttable-limit and
ttable-threshold on development corpus

Fig. 6. A symmetric dictionary

is likely to guess that one is the translation of the other.
Figure 5 show that the results of Sym-20 overcome those
obtained by Sym-10. We also notice a slight improvement
in comparison to Trig-10. However, since 20 potential
translations, this model is not better than Trig-n. Indeed,
this constraint is too strong and discards several possible
translations for an entry.

words for each translation without any restriction on the
probability of each entry. We can conclude that with less
words, Trig-100 outperforms M3 by 2, 4% which means
that inter-lingual triggers is a good principle to find out
the best translations of an entry. The optimisation carried
out with P HARAOH shows that the best translations of
an entry are in the top 22 list whereas for M3, the best
translations are within the 53 first translations.
After the optimization of the previous parameters on
the development corpus, we optimized the weights of
the different components used by P HARAOH decoder,
namely :
• tm: The weight of the translation table.
• lm: The weight of the language model.
• d: The distorsion model.
• w: The penalty word.
This optimization improves respectively Trig-100 by 2.07
and M3 by 0.28. These results are summarized in Table
9.

5.2.3 Smoothed translation tables: Smooth-n
In order to avoid zero-probability to the couples of translation which do not respect the symmetry constraint, we
propose in this experiment to smooth the probability.
Model
tm
lm
d
w
BLEU
In statistical language models, smoothing techniques
Trig-100
0.9
0.8
0.4
−3
31.02
are systematically used [33]. To achieve that, we use
M3
0.6
0.7
0.4
−1
29.23
a simple smoothing method for which each translation
probability is decreased. The gained mass probability is
TABLE 9
distributed over other translation possibilities.
Optimization of parameters tm, lm, d, w

 Psym (ei |fj ) − ε
if ei ∈ Sym-n(fj )
∀ej ∈ T rig-n(fj ), Ps (ei |fj ) =

After all these optimizations we evaluate Trig-100 on a
α otherwise
(16) test corpus of 500 sentences with the best parameters obtained on the development corpus. The achieved results
are illustrated in Table 10.
5.2.4 Comparison with IBM Model
In order to evaluate the relevance of inter-lingual trigModel
BLEU
gers, we compare it to the third IBM model trained with
Trig-100
30.97
M3
29.57
GIZA++ [34]. The result is illustrated in Figure 5 (see line
M3) and shows that Trig-100 achieves a slight improvement. In fact Trig-100 gives a score of 28.49 whereas M3
TABLE 10
reaches a score of 28.07. Let notice that improving BLEU
System evaluation on the test corpus
score is very difficult, and even a slight improvement is
considered positively. In order to go further, we tried to
set the parameters of P HARAOH differently. Indeed, for
optimization reasons, P HARAOH restricts its research for
each word to the 20 best translations. We then optimized 6 D ISCUSSION
two parameters ttable-limit and ttable-threshold for both
models (M3 and Trig-100). The corresponding results are
given in Table 8.
Trig-100 is optimal when we set the number of potential translations to 22 with a probability greater than
0.04 whereas IBM model (M3) is optimal when it uses 53

We have described two approaches to address the issue
of machine translation. The first one based on interlingual association rules inspired from classical methods
of datamining. Association rules are first tested on query
expansion. Experiments are conducted on two different corpora. The first one extracted from the French
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newspaper Le Monde and the second one extracted
from scientific documents. On both corpora, the use
of association rules outperforms the results in terms of
recall in comparison to the basic queries.
To take advantage from association rules, we boosted
them and make them managing two different languages.
Henceforth, the left side of a rule uses a word in a
source language and the right side uses words from a
target language. This allows us to build a translation
table and to integrate it in an operational machine translation. The results obtained showed the feasibility of this
approach and achieved a BLEU score of more than 22 on
E UROPARL. The work of extending association rules to
handle phrases is in progress and it is based on closed
frequent sequences.
The second method presented in this paper is based on
a new concept called inter-lingual triggers. This concept
is a generalization of the one used in statistical language modeling. English and French corpora have been
concatenated at the sentence level. Inter-lingula triggers
have been then retrieved. The best inter-lingual triggers
have been then selected to constitute the translation
table. After several experiments we lead to the best one
which achieves a BLEU score of 30.97 whereas the model
M3 of IBM leads to a score of 29.57. In addition, we
showed that for inter-lingual triggers the best translations are in the 22-top list whereas for the one proposed
by IBM is on the 53-top list.
In conclusion, two methods of corpora mining have been
proposed to discover pair of translations. They showed
that it is possible to handle statistical machine translation
differently. We work right now on developing phrasebased machine by using these two new concepts. We
proposed several algorithms in order to extend both
association rules and inter-lingual triggers to make them
supporting phrases on the left and right sides. The work
is under progress.
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